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ABSTRACT
More than 2000 years ago, the ancient Silk Road was a major trade link between the East and
West. However, technological change and dramatic declines in transportation costs have
since made it obsolete as container shipping and the advent of cargo flights have shifted trade
from the surface to the sea or air. Nevertheless, China recently announced a new initiative
that aims at establishing new connections between Europe and Asia, which are bypassing
more modern transport routes in favor of railway connections. Although the Belt and Road
Initiative (BRI) is still at its beginning stage, several researchers who study East Asian
economics have begun to analyze its potential impact on trade and stability in Asia and the
rest of the world. Broadly, the BRI initiative aims to foster China’s integration into the world
economy. More specifically the initiative contains five major goals which include the
promotion of policy coordination, better connectivity between remote locations, unimpeded
trade, more integrated financial markets and the creation of people-to-people bonds. The 8th
CEA (Europe), and the 27th CEA (UK) annual conference held at the University of
Duisburg-Essen in September 2016 was dedicated to academic discourse of the different
aspects of the BRI. This special issue is an outlet for some of the research presented at that
conference. The broad focus of this special issue is on international trade and transportation
costs more specifically.
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